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Let’s get to our rhema today! We are in  

 

Proverbs chapter 12 and verse 4: 

 

 “4 A virtuous woman is a crown to her husband: but she that maketh ashamed is as rottenness in his 

bones.  

5 The thoughts of the righteous are right: but the counsels of the wicked are deceit.  

6 The words of the wicked are to lie in wait for blood: but the mouth of the upright shall deliver them.  

7 The wicked are overthrown, and are not: but the house of the righteous shall stand. 

 

8 A man shall be commended according to his wisdom: but he that is of a perverse heart shall be despised. 

9 He that is despised, and hath a servant, is better than he that honoureth himself, and lacketh bread.  

             10 A righteous man regardeth the life of his beast: but the tender mercies of the wicked are cruel.  

11 He that tilleth his land shall be satisfied with bread: but he that followeth vain persons is void of 

understanding.   

 

12 The wicked desireth the net of evil men: but the root of the righteous yieldeth fruit.  

13 The wicked is snared by the transgression of lips: but the just shall come out of trouble. 

14 A man shall be satisfied with good by the fruit of his mouth: and the recompense of a man's hands 

shall be rendered unto Him. 

15 The way of a fool is right in his own eyes: but he that hearkeneth unto counsel is wise.” 

 

 

(Reading) “A virtuous woman elevates her husband but the shameful wife brings ruin to him.” That's 

the notes here. Then it jumps to verse 10: “a righteous man is kind to animals but the wicked is 

cruel…etc” 

 

And there you go: a virtuous woman is a crown to her husband! Isn't that amazing? A crown! The 

Bible refers to a virtuous wife as a crown; that's the sign or the symbol of royalty. If you are a king -as 

the Scripture says, “let no man take thy crown” - you're not supposed to let anybody take your crown. 

You have to be willing to die for that crown; you have to be willing to fight for that crown, because the 

crown represents something more than just a material object. It represents God's gift of sovereignty; it 

represents God's gift of royalty, something that is the most precious symbol of God's presence and his 

grace, the relationship with God- that's what it symbolizes. 
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In that way we must understand that our wife is given to us by God; we meet her by the grace of God. 

Well, in our cases especially in the first-gen, True Father gave us, matched us to our spouse; a spouse 

that we would never otherwise know, many times from the opposite side of the world. So that way 

the whole blessing was a total act of grace. Now, from the younger generation on, because I do not do 

the matchings, Father's Holy Spirit is leading people, and of course because Father's alive in the Spirit, 

his Holy Spirit is leading people, and is opening their hearts on many levels of course. 

 

But that's why you must be obedient to the Spirit, and as this whole chapter talks about, you must be 

able to take wise counsel. Because the Holy Spirit is not just feelings, right; the whole experience 

touches the opening of the heart. The heart must be led by wisdom.  

 

Emotions are the leaders of the foolish. The heart is the center of a person's conscience; it’s different 

from emotion, very different! Emotions are very deceitful. They're important; there are certain 

important things that God gave us emotions for. They can make experiences richer, more memorable; 

they can enhance atmospheres and they can allow one to enjoy music and things like that. But 

listening and following your emotions will lead you to utter destruction. On the flip side they’re such 

a huge negative, because emotions are so powerful, but yet so fickle. 

 

That's what the Bible is talking about here: that the wise man must pursue wisdom. Especially in 

Proverbs, we see this theme constantly. Wisdom is different. You know, they say we have a moral 

compass; we have a moral compass inside. Father talked about it as the conscience. That's probably 

closer to shimjung or heart- in the Divine Principle it talks about heart- what Westerners terribly miss- 

translate as ‘emotion,’ many times. Heart and emotion in the Western language have become tied 

together so heavily.  

 

A lot of Westerners who read the Divine Principle feel that it gives them justification to be emotional, 

whereas the heart in the shimjung culture is not just dealing with our emotions; that’s kamjung, that's 

something totally different. The heart of the person, the fundamental center of the person, is shimjung- 

literally shim means ‘heart’ I mean the literal heart, the thing that keeps the person alive and the 

system moving, and ‘shimjung segye’ means ‘to be aligned with God’. Father talked about it in the 

context of having to be aligned with God. What does that mean?  

It means the moral compass, the conscience; it means our total unity with God's heart and desire.  

 

And He certainly does not desire an immoral compass! The moral compass, the conscience, the honor; 

all these things that are central to a warrior! And if you have that powerful conscience, oneness with 

God, so-to-speak, that moral compass, in that context then our emotions can enrich the relationship - 

of course they can. But more often than not, emotions are the place where Satan lives and tries to 

manipulate and get in; same on the national level with Marxism! 

 

Our conscience tells us one thing; our emotions may tell us another. Many times, they are at odds and 

in battle. If Adam and Eve understood the Shimjung Segye, the world of heart of God, even though 

Satan tried to play their emotions and tried to make them fall in adultery with him, and fall  into 
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sexual licentiousness -which they did- what should have superseded that emotional content? Do you 

see? The emotions led to their destruction.  

 

What should have superseded that power? It should have been their moral compass, the Word of God 

that illuminates like the lantern inside; it's the flame inside the lantern, the unity with God's heart. 

What does that mean? Being as one with Him in conscience, in our moral compass, seeking to do his 

desire and his will; that's what our conscience leads us to. 

 

When translators say the ‘world of heart,’ it's so skewed, because in the Western cultural sphere, heart 

and emotion are so similar; they're so conflated, and that's why people confuse that. Of course that 

will be their demise; they will suffer greatly from that. You will see people who try to elevate the 

emotions, as if it's some kind of moral and some kind of holiness that they can emote with God. They 

have feelings, but really what they're doing is emoting with themselves; many times they are emoting 

with Lucifer.  

 

Because when you're one and aligned with God's conscience and his moral compass, you don't just 

weep. In other words like in North Korea for example, they have what the West and commentators 

talk about as ‘the crying contests’; crying contests! Who can outwardly weep the most, and that person 

is a patriot for the Kim regime. 

 

I felt many times, a lot of people fell into this trap. I mean, look at all these people that betrayed Father! 

You know how much they wept and cried and emoted in front of Father? How fake was it? They were 

total deceivers, there were actors; they were there for money and power! Look at what they did when 

Father passed, ascended into the spirit world! They totally betrayed him, threw him under the bus; 

they just spit on him and forgot him. They said, “Screw him! He's not here anymore!”They emoted 

quite a bit when Father was here; they tried to pretend that they had such deep shimjung! They didn't 

have crap; they were deceitful serpents!  

So it's not that! 

 

When the whole Church betrayed Father, it was only his appointed heir as Cain and Abel that did not 

go along with it, even though everybody was emoting, and everybody was trying to manipulate our 

feelings. They were calling us, “What will Mother do? Please take care of your mother!” This kind of 

stuff; emoting!  

 

What was it that allowed us to transcend the emotional realms? You see they're so different! The 

emotional realm and the realm of the moral compass and honor, it’s so different; and the heart, it's so 

different.  

 

The heart of a man is not emotion; the heart of a man is seeking honor and seeking the good, 

seeking oneness with the Most High. It's not emotion! What was it that separated us from all these 

traitors who betrayed Father for money and power? It was not our emotions; they tried to manipulate 

our emotions like crazy. 
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It was our heartistic connection, the unbreakable moral code and vow that we have with True 

Father, that oneness and love of him. And that moral compass of course, the center of it is loving 

God right, but it's not loving God in an emotional sense only, which many women can confuse -I've 

seen this problem a lot with women. But it's that unbreakable bond, that moral code, that honor code, 

which is of course in the end centered on love, on loving of the Father right, that prevents you from 

falling, and being chased and deceived by emotion and the lies of Satan. 

 

Wouldn’t you agree Tim, that the shimjung meaning is so much richer than what many Westerners 

hear it is? What's your take on that? 

 

Tim Elder:  In OSDP, shimjung is the core of the sung song aspect or you know the internal character of 

God, and so yes it's the deepest core of God. 

 

 

Pastor HJ Sean Moon: 

 

Right! The moral code, tying in with God's nature, his character, seeking to be loyal to it, to love it, 

to resemble it, to pursue it, to defend it; these are all part of the shimjung realm, not emotional 

shimjung realm. The point I'm trying to make: the shimjung realm is a very masculine realm, because 

God is masculine; the deepest core of Him is that He is masculine. He's a father. The center of the 

universe is the father-son relationship. 

 

So, when we try to emote with Him, we are seeing Him in a feminine way. But the shimjung of God is 

not feminine. At his core he's masculine; He's a father. When you understand that, you can 

understand True Father a lot better. Even though he's loving, and he has great moments of love and 

compassion, he is truly a man; he is truly the perfected Adam! 

 

We love our Father; we love the masculine nature of Father, and we are held to that by our conscience, 

and our love for him, and honor code. That is such a critically important part of relating with the 

Father God, that sense of responsibility to not hurt his heart! 

 

I'm not talking about this fakery, this fake, “Let's try to impress him by how much we can cry!” It’s so 

fake; it’s a crying contest. It’s so fake! Those are the very same people that betrayed Father for money 

and power! Those kinds of actors are fake! We're not talking about, when God feels sadness, that we 

just want to emote and feel his sadness, to get in touch with his sadness, and just cry for Him- as if 

that solves anything!  

 

No, we are supposed to be able to weep for God, and then do the honorable thing, which is not just, 

“Oh, I feel so good that I cried for God and I've been so empathetic with God! I've changed the world!” 

No! You've not! You've done nothing! The alignment of trying to understand and feel sadness when 

God is sad, the whole purpose of that is to then stimulate your moral compass and to build up a holy 
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wrath inside, which generally will allow you to fight evil, not just in your individual life but in society, 

and pick up that cross, and be hated, mocked, and scorned, and killed. 

 

It's funny how you'll see that with more self-centered Cain- type sisters, always they try to come and 

talk to me about all the emotions of God etc.  But that's not where it’s supposed to remain; you are not 

holy because you can cry about God! That's supposed to lead to a fight! And it's funny how they 

always take away that aspect of fighting and war, that we are in a war against Satan, fighting his 

culture, fighting his evil. The whole purpose about crying about God's despair and sadness is not so 

that you can feel like you did something by crying, or feel like you've accomplished something; you 

want to get some kind of trophy for being able to cry and emote. That's pathetic! Very Cain- type; very, 

very, very wicked; very deceitful!  

 

The whole purpose of getting in touch with God's sadness is so that we can try to stop that which is 

producing his sadness. You see, it's action-oriented! That's supposed to stimulate us to hate Satan's 

culture more, and to fight it. I mean doesn’t that make sense? 

 

“Oh my God! I've cried for God. I've come in touch with his deep heart and I've cried for Him. Now 

let's go get a cafe latte at the café, okay! I've done my good work of the day!” Oh my gosh, that is 

really wicked! What a wicked, wicked, wicked, deceitful lie of spirituality! That's doing nothing to 

help solve the pain that your Father feels! 

 

And no! God is not a girl, so just because you cry with Him doesn't mean He feels better! This is 

what's so ridiculous about this type of lunacy! No! God is a male! He's masculine; He’s Father! You 

can't just cry to make Father feel good. The crying, and the whole part of feeling what Father feels, is 

for the purpose of now doing his will, now fighting against that which is stabbing Him, which is 

causing Him pain! Not to just see the thing that's making Him feel pain and then cry about it! That is 

so pathetic and passive and weak! 

 

But the archangels know; the archangels know they can control the women with this type of evil 

theology; they know they can control them. If they pretend that they serve God- like these stupid 

Korean leaders and all these fake leaders that betrayed Father- use the people's emotions, pretend as if 

just by emoting that they're doing something for God and create that culture of emotional content, and 

then manipulate the emotions so that they leave God- which eventually they did. The majority of 

them, Father’s disciples and followers fell; now they're all fallen peoples following Satan, including 

the Han mother. 

 

Why? Because it became a culture where archangels were manipulating people to control them by 

emotion; not by the moral compass and the conscience and the honor code of the warrior that will 

serve and die for Father! That is a way more masculine culture, isn't it- if you think about it- 

compared to this emotive fairy, flaky culture. 
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But the ones that did not betray Father are the ones that held strong to the honor code of not 

betraying your Father, of loyalty and honor and artistic love. It’s different from emotional love, very 

different; it's much more the realm of the warrior, the Father, the masculine son, the masculine Father 

warrior! 

 

I think our sisters in Sanctuary, our queens in Sanctuary can understand, because we teach on this, 

and because as Father’s heir and representative I represent his culture, his masculine culture. I have 

to uphold that culture, because Christ is not a beta male; he’s an alpha male- whether you look at 

Jesus or whether you look at the Returning Jesus, True Father. And the whole point is, loving your 

father for who he is, not what you want him to be.  

 

See if the culture can become emotive, then these manipulative archangels and fallen- Eve- leaning 

Cain-type women will take control, because they know how to manipulate and rule that realm very 

well. You can see that with very emotive women who seek power. They try to create an emotionalized 

realm, where the expressions of emotion are seen to be ultimate, when they're not. 

 

See, the center of the universe is the father-son relationship which is not based on emotion; it's 

based on honor and shimjung, heart, complete oneness of heart, honor and moral compass, and 

seeking to protect the Father. This loyalty it's that warrior spirit, that undying faithfulness to the 

king that the son must have. That is the shimjung realm, not emotions! 

 

And you can see in that kind of very powerful shimjung realm, where in Western terminology I guess 

we will call honor and this culture of honor and loyalty and fidelity and defending and willing to 

die and fight for your Father and your King of Kings, this kind of very masculine culture creates a 

totally different culture, doesn't it? A culture that brings True Father as the masculine alpha male, 

tremendous joy; more than all these emoting fake fairies! It’s a totally different culture, you see!  

 

People can really play with the translations; this is the problem. This is why Father has named an heir 

and representative, and that is his son, who knows his culture, whom he has raised directly.  

 

Because Father's words can be manipulated to make him look like some kind of an environmentalist 

leftist, which the stupid Family Frauders are doing. You can see these people who try to separate from 

the lineage, saying that they just have Father’s words; they're fakes. They're trying to create Father in 

their own image; they don't know Father at all. You can see those kinds of people are fakes! 

 

They're only interested in maintaining their own power and their culture that they've created over 

their little fiefdom, whether that fiefdom is their family or their spouse, whatever the case may be. 

They're not interested in serving Father, because Father said, “This is my son in whom I am well-

pleased, and you must follow him!”  

 

Why? Because I will not teach you what you want to hear. I represent Father, not you. I represent 

having to bring people closer to Father’s shimjung culture, to his core, his nature, as the alpha male 
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Father, not this little beta-male, feminized Father that you can control and use to create a matriarchy 

or create an archangelic cult- whatever the case maybe- an anti alpha male culture. 

 

You can see this kind of people; the kind of people who teach this kind of things, of course they 

separate from Father's lineage, thinking that they just have Father’s words. It's usually either a beta 

male archangelic type, or it is a matriarchy trying to maintain its control over its family. They're not 

interested in having the alpha male culture, the good alpha male culture. They're scared of it because 

it represents a threat to their control- and it should, it should, because it will destroy those types of 

fake fallen Eve cultures, even though they use the name of Father, and archangelic cultures, because it 

is a tremendous threat. 

 

What Father said was the most important was his lineage, his physical representation on earth, 

which he will use as the center to spread his culture and his civilization. You can see the people who 

stayed with Father's lineage and the Three Kingships and Cain and Abel; they're not trying to love 

Father in their own image. They're trying to love their Father as he is, as he is. 

 

Not in just his words, which they can manipulate and they can control. You see they can decide when 

they want to read his word, they can decide when they want to have access to it; in other words 

Father's a butler for them. He's not an all-encompassing presence which you must submit to. And 

that's why those kinds of people will lead to a fallen culture, because they are not upholding Father’s 

blood. 

 

In his blood, in his heir and successor and Cain & Abel that he has anointed, resides not only his 

blood and not only his lineage, but his entire culture, his being, his nature; he resides within us. 

 

We don't seek to please any fool; we seek to please our Father! 

So that's not controllable, is it? You can't just access that whenever you want; it's not controllable. 

Because we're not here to please you!  

 

We're here to teach the world what True Father is, as Christ, as the true and good alpha male, the 

powerful Shepherd, and in the right lens and through the correct nature of the father- and- son 

relationship of loyalty, bonded, total honor, total unity, oneness in heart! That's the culture of the 

Kingdom!  

 

Not this ridiculous, emotive, emotion- centered lie which will lead you to destruction and Marxism! 

 

It's a very different culture that we produce, isn't it? I mean everybody in Sanctuary can feel it; it's a 

very different culture we produce. Why is it so different? Because we're not here to please people, 

we're not here to tickle your ear. 

 

But think about which culture will produce the real Peace Police Piece Militia that will keep 

everybody safe and that will raise up the next generation to be responsible? Think about it? What 

culture will produce good Peace Police men and women, and good Peace Militia men and women? 
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Not this emotive- centered fakery! What will produce good Peace Police men and women, and 

produce good Peace Militia men and women is honor, loyalty, patriotism; being willing to die for 

your Father! That is what will produce it! See, that's why the culture has to come from the father-son 

relationship! 

 

Because the woman’s central nature is not that, especially the mother's nature is not like that. The 

mother's nature is more embracing, more soft, more feminine, which is essential for society as well. Of 

course that's essential! But just not the core!  

 

The core of it is loyalty and patriotism and honor towards the Father and the King of Kings; then 

the subsidiary things that come from that is emotions and our study of things intellectually, and our 

will. But they all flow out from this very strong shimjung honor code, shimjung patriotism; the 

shimjung loyalty; they all flow from that. 

 

Not from emotions! Very different, very different, my friends; very different, very different! That is 

why if you love the Father you must love the son whom he has chosen! That's not something arrogant 

I'm saying. It's real; that's what he said. Because I don't exist to please you; I don't exist to make your 

system of control justified. 

 

As Father’s heir and successor, I exist to honor Him! That's my one and only job. I exist to protect 

Him; I exist to live for him, to even want to die for him! 

 

You see how much of a different culture! That's a shimjung culture right there! That's not an emotion 

culture; that's a shimjung culture. See, it's very warrior and violent oriented, isn't it? See, this is why 

the father-son relationship is the center of the universe, because this is what creates civilization.   

 

Of course Kook Jin Hyung has the same heart as well; same heart! That's why the unity of Cain and 

Abel in the establishment of the Kingdom in total oneness with God the Father, and of course the 

Mother position in complete unity with the Father, as Kang Hyun Shil True Mother has been 

victorious in, that is the stage, and that creates the great Kingdom of God! It's a totally different 

culture. 

 

When you understand this powerful alpha male connection between father and son, then you may get 

a glimpse of what shimjung culture is. Don't get it twisted on stupid emotive crap! It's the father-son 

relationship, the incredible heart that binds that, and that produces children and good sons and 

daughters that are willing to die for their Father, not just in emotion but willing to step and die as a 

warrior. 

 

So that is why Father is training us up with the Rod of Iron, training us up with the culture of Police 

man and woman and Militia man and woman, because then you will start getting a glimpse and start 

coming into deeper, and deeper contact with what it means to be in the shimjung  culture! 


